
Universality- Scaling and measurement in Physics : 
the Einstein legacy

Universality: Physics is a natural science. It tries to find 
universal laws common to the largest number of 
phenomena.                                                                               
To that purpose, we need to identify a small (?) number of 
generic (canonical) phenomena to understand (Rosetta’s 
stones). From their solution, we must be able to 
extrapolate to the largest possible class of phenomena.

Scaling (dimensional analysis) Identify the relevant 
quantities describing a phenomenon and their units.
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We are very much used to this aspect of the work of 
A. Einstein

There is another aspect related to Universality, scaling 
and Thermodynamics. 

This is the purpose of this talk  
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Einstein 1905 : the extraordinary year

18/03 Blackbody radiation and the discontinuous 
nature of light (Photons)

30/04 A new determination of molecular dimensions 
(Ph.D. thesis). His most cited work!

11/05 Theory of Brownian motion

30/06 Special relativity

27/09 
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Scaling and Dimensional analysis

We do not need to always know everything about 
everything !
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A simple example : The Pythagorean theorem

Area of  the (a) triangle : 

are dimensionless and so is

Remark:  Could also choose another side and another function f

Divide the triangle (a) into two similar triangles (b) and apply the same 
result to each:

Since then

No need of  the full information (here the angular function f) to prove a 
result.
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Dimensional analysis

The     - theorem of  Buckingham 
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Universal laws and scaling are the two main tools 
needed to make further progress understanding our 
world at all scales without always having adequate 

instruments.

Example : 

1. What is the mass of  an atom of  Hydrogen ?

2. How to measure the volume of  the sun ?

No adequate rulers !
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Pioneer plaques placed on board the 1972 
Pioneer 10 spacecraft
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Law of gases- 
Is matter continuous or discontinuous ?

Observe a gas or a liquid, how to decide ?

Basic observations : (1787, Charles and Gay-Lussac)

Consider a gas in a volume V 

At fixed pressure, V = a T (a is a constant, which depends on pressure P)

At fixed temperature, P V = b (b is a constant which depends on T).

Then, 

But no answer to the question !
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The Avogadro principle

In 1811, Amedeo Avogadro (after Bernoulli) states that gases are made of 
molecules (smallest and stable characteristic particle of  a substance).

How big ? How small ? No clue ! But probably many...

Avogadro principle : Equal volumes of  gases at fixed T and P contain 
the same number of  molecules.

Combined with the two previous laws, it gives  PV = a N T

Need to fix the constant (choose units): For 

the number of  molecules is           (Avogadro number, Perrin 1909) 
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so that, we have the law of perfect gases

Extrapolate to non ideal gases, liquids,...

where                                   is the gas constant which fixes units (note 
that it is of  order unity).

The Avogadro number        is a universal constant of  Nature just like
                            expressed in convenient units. 

The message : whenever      shows up, there are 
molecules, i.e., discontinuity 

Taking                           Continuous description of  matter. 
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Blackbody radiation

• The phenomenon

• Universality

• Scaling

• The puzzle

• The solution
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The phenomenon

Any cavity enclosed within matter at 
equilibrium at temperature T is full of  light 

(radiation) at equilibrium at the same 
temperature : 

Black body radiation
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Black body radiation is universal 

• It does not depend on the material of  the cavity.

• It does not depend on its shape.

• It does not depend on its volume, surface or any geometric 
characteristics.

• It is not possible to focus the light in the cavity. Then, we cannot 
distinguish objects or shapes inside the cavity.

• The light travels at light velocity c inside the cavity.
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Examples

• A furnace

• A heated piece of  metal.

• The Sun or any other star.

• An electric bulb 

• The human body (infrared)
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This light (radiation) is visible, or not, depending on the temperature. The 
energy density is distributed according to the wavelengths of  the light.
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Universality

• Wien displacement law : At a given frequency and temperature, the 
energy per unit volume of  the radiation is of  the form:

• From this form, we obtain 

• Stefan law: Total energy radiated at fixed T and per unit volume

where             are universal constant.
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The puzzle

• No theoretical explanation for the black body radiation curve.  
There is a classical theory which works only at high wavelengths.

The Planck solution (1901) : Matlab/Mathematica + thermodynamic 
intuition : find a good fit.

are fitting constants.
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The solution/controversy
Einstein (1905)

Einstein considers (for some reason) the following 
dimensionless combination of  

It looks rather close to the existing rough estimations of  the Avogadro 
number        !

If         enters black body radiation, there are 2 options: 

1. Planck explanation: It is related to the matter surrounding the radiation.
Not so intuitive: for a gas of  molecules, we describe the properties of  the 
gas without reference to the container ! It contains the idea of  “quantization”

2. Einstein (1905): Planck may be right, but this explanation is not elegant !       
         is related to the radiation only. 
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Einstein 1905 : the extraordinary year

18/03 Blackbody radiation and the discontinuous 
nature of light (Photons)

30/04 A new determination of molecular dimensions 
(Ph.D. thesis). His most cited work!

11/05 Theory of Brownian motion

30/06 Special relativity

27/09 
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If  Einstein is correct, then necessarily the radiation is composed of  
“molecules” (and a lot of  them) !!

Weird ! It is known that radiation is a superposition of  electromagnetic 
waves with a continuous distribution of  frequencies (or wavelengths).

Perhaps, each frequency mode is a “molecule” of  light, then we have a 
gas of  modes (gas of  musical notes).

This is the classical theory which gives
 the wrong result.

Perhaps,                           is fortuitous and wrong, since there is no 

independent measure of  the Avogadro number to compare to. 
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Intermezzo: The Brownian motion
(Einstein 1905)

Pollen grain (very small but visible size) in suspension in a liquid (water)
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Characteristics

• The motion is extremely irregular and the 
trajectories seems to have no tangent (today we 
know it is a fractal, Werner 2006).

• The smaller the particles, the livelier the motion.

• The nature and density of  particles have no 
influence.

• The motion is most active in less viscous liquids.

• The motion is most active at higher 
temperatures.

• The motion never stops.
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The puzzle : Why this restless motion ?
1. many strange answers...
2. Related to the underlying molecular nature of  the liquid (they are also 
made of  molecules)

(1860) Unlikely ! 

3. Stokes :  Liquids are continuous (no need of  the molecular theory to 
explain them).

It cannot move it ! But what about collective 
motion of  many “molecules” ?

The first solution (Einstein, 1905, Ph.D. thesis). 
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Einstein 1905 : the extraordinary year

18/03 Blackbody radiation and the discontinuous 
nature of light (Photons)

30/04 A new determination of molecular dimensions 
(Ph.D. thesis). His most cited work!

11/05 Theory of Brownian motion

30/06 Special relativity

27/09 
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The Einstein solution

• The Stokes approach : Liquids are continuous. The friction 
force opposing a moving sphere of  radius     in a liquid of  
viscosity     is macroscopic:

• Van’t Hoff  : A moving sphere is similar to any other molecule of 
the fluid and subject to the same molecular chaotic motion.

• Einstein : Both points of  view are simultaneously valid for 
particles as big as brownian particles. 
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Brownian particles diffuse 

The diffusion coefficient is given by the Einstein formula

Outstanding formula ! It does not fulfill the Buckingham      since there is 
a dimensionless number        not of  order unity.   

For : No Brownian motion for continuous matter
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Weighing the Hydrogen atom 

Jean Perrin (1909)

Mass of the Hydrogen atom

Avogadro number 

Last updated value :
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The solution/controversy
Einstein (1905)

Einstein considers (for some reason) the following dimensionless 
combination of  

It looks rather close to the existing rough estimations of  the Avogadro 
number        !

If         enters black body radiation, there are 2 options: 

1. Planck explanation: it is related to the matter surrounding the radiation.
Not so intuitive: for a gas of  molecules, we describe the properties of  the 
gas without reference to the container !

2. Einstein (1905): Planck may be right, but this explanation is not elegant !       
         is related only to the radiation. 
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End of the Intermezzo - Back to Black body radiation 

Einstein seems to be correct : Radiation at thermodynamic equilibrium 
is composed of  “molecules” (to be named Photons much later, 1926).

Using an elegant thermodynamic derivation, Einstein shows that the 
total energy of  a gas of  N molecules/photons can be written in terms 
of  the constants             introduced by Planck and the frequency  :

Today, we use the so-called Planck constant :

so that 

Black body radiation is an ideal gas of  photons in the sense of  Avogadro. 
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Back to Universality
• Wien displacement law : At a given frequency and temperature, the 

energy per unit volume of  the radiation is of  the form:

• From this form, we obtain 

• Stefan law: Total energy radiated at fixed T and per unit volume

Measuring the Sun : 
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Epilogue
How to observe a single “light particle” (photon) ?        
Serge Haroche Nobel Prize 2012
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Do it yourself
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